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Abstract
Recent years have seen the emergence of process-based therapies which seek to target evidenced-based psychological processes through the application of evidence-based procedures. Chairwork represents an increasingly popular collection of experiential methods which utilise chairs, their positioning, movement, and dialogue to bring about change. In an effort to bridge and bring coherence to this school of interventions, this paper describes the core principles and processes of chairwork. How this process-based approach to chairwork informs clinical practice is illustrated using the example of COVID-19 and the delivery of 'telechairwork' when face-to-face sessions are not possible. Examples of how digital platforms can enhance chairwork are also provided. The paper concludes with the proposal that a broader, 'dialogical' form of psychotherapy, which integrates dialogical processes and practices such as chairwork within a single framework, could hold promise.
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INTRODUCTION
The COVID-19 pandemic has brought about significant changes in the ways that talking therapies are delivered. Social distancing, shielding, and stay-at-home directives have meant that, for many therapists, face-to-face interventions are simply not possible during this crisis (Taylor, Fitzsimmons-Craft, & Graham, 2020). Consequently, clinicians have needed to embrace tele-health and become proficient in the use of digital tools at a rapid pace. This has led to creative adaptations in the
delivery of psychotherapies, while maintaining their quality and ethos (e.g. Waller et al., 2020). Chairwork is a well-established, experiential psychotherapeutic method which is utilised in several evidenced-based therapies. Factors such as adequate working space, access to additional seats, and the ability to move between locations are assumed in face-to-face chairwork, but are often frustrated when working online. This, combined with limited guidance as to how chairwork is delivered in tele-therapy, has meant that therapists are sometimes inclined to abandon these methods when working remotely. What frameworks can clinicians use to navigate the challenges and barriers to facilitating chairwork in this new, digital world?

**PROCESS-BASED APPROACHES TO THERAPY**

There are good reasons why Jacob L. Moreno referred to his methods as ‘maddening’: learning the full spectrum of interventions which constitute ‘chairwork’ can feel overwhelming, even for the most seasoned of therapists. Chairwork refers to a collection of therapeutic methods which utilise chairs, their positioning, movement, and dialogue between parts of the self to bring about change (Pugh & Broome, in press). Relevant interventions include empty-chairwork (dialogues which involve speaking with an ‘other’ held in the empty seat), multi-chairwork (dialogues which involve speaking from two or more chairs representing discrete perspectives or motivations) and role-play (the enactment of past, present, or future interactions). As a psychotherapeutic method, chairwork derives from a variety of approaches including psychodrama, gestalt therapy, emotion-focused therapy, voice dialogue, and several others, resulting in a potentially mindboggling array of enactment procedures. Consequently, accurately categorising the many forms of chairwork remains challenging. Perhaps it should be: creativity and spontaneity, which lie at the heart of chairwork, are therapeutic resources which should not be constrained by taxonomies (Moreno, 1987).

Recent years have seen the emergence of process-based psychological treatments which are grounded in theoretically-informed principles and empirically-supported processes (Hofman & Hayes, 2019), which guide the use of therapeutic methods to achieve treatment goals. Process-based approaches to psychotherapy are believed confer several advantages to both clinicians and researchers, including generating testable models about how therapies and interventions achieve change; reducing competition between schools of therapy and methodological tribalism; increasing person-specific treatments and flexibility in how these are delivered; and enhancing methodological development and creativity in novel contexts, such as tele-therapy.

With these points in mind, a process-based approach to chairwork would seem not only advantageous but also desirable given its diverse forms and applications. What follows is an attempt to delineate the core principles of chairwork and the processes through which these methods achieve therapeutic change. In doing so, we seek to demonstrate how these core principles and processes support a view of psychological distress and treatment which is inherently dialogical in nature. It is hoped that these points will go some towards demystifying chairwork, encouraging methodological assimilation, and, most importantly, support creative practice during the COVID-19 pandemic and the delivery of experiential interventions in online therapy.

**PRINCIPLES AND PROCESSES OF CHAIRWORK**

**Principle 1: Self-multiplicity**

Self-multiplicity refers to the notion that the ‘self’ is composed of multiple agentic parts or voices. The terms used to describe this ‘multi-mind’ vary across modalities and have included modes, mindsets, mentalities, subpersonalities, and I-positions (the term of reference used henceforth). Conceptually, I-positions refer both to parts of the self (internal I-positions), such as one’s ‘inner child’, and internalised representations of other individuals (external I-positions), such as an introjected ‘punitive parent’ (Young, Klosko, & Weishaar, 2003). These parts of the self may be either familiar (dominant or well-assimilated I-positions) or unfamiliar (silent or unassimilated I-positions) (Hermans & Gieser, 2012; Stiles, 1999). Various psychological, philosophical, and social theories have elucidated the presence and interaction of these multiple selves (Levine, 2019). From an evolutionary perspective, Gilbert (1989) has suggested that different ‘social mentalities’ establish and manage social relationships and roles (e.g. care giving and receiving, cooperation, competition and sexual relationships). These mentalities are enacted, both reciprocally and dialogically, in the external world (self-to-other relating) and within the internal world (self-to-self relating): self-criticism, for example, can be conceptualised as a dominant-subordinate style of relating which occurs at an intrapersonal level. From an empirical perspective, self-multiplicity is supported by a growing
body of neuroscientific and experimental research (Klein & Gangi, 2010; Stemplewska, Zalewski, Suszek, & Koybylinkska, 2012), as well as clinical observations (e.g. Stiles, 1997).

Process 1: Separation

Chairwork begins by identifying which I-positions will form the focus of the intervention and situating these in different locations. Aside from concretising I-positions and their interactions (Process 3), separating parts of the self plays a number of other therapeutic roles. These include encouraging disidentification from distressing I-positions (e.g. one’s ‘inner critic’), whilst also allowing ‘space’ for avoided, unconscious or underdeveloped aspects of the self to be contacted and explored (e.g. the client’s ‘compassionate self’). Differentiating and externalising I-positions also serves to bring order and coherence to representations of the mind insofar as self-parts become literal ‘positions’ which the client can occupy, witness, or re-arrange. Furthermore, the concrete form of chairs and their spatial relationships provide symbolism: moving, leaving, or discarding a chair enables shifts in affect, meaning, and perspective (Bell, Montague, Elander, & Gilbert, 2020). Finally, movement between discrete locations allows for an intentional modulation of self-immersion and self-distancing, while also facilitating decentered reflection and meta-observational ‘witnessing’ of I-positions (Barbosa et al., 2017; Chadwick, 2003).

Principle 2: Information exchange

The second principle of chairwork is that I-positions are capable of exchanging information or ‘dialoguing’ with one another in meaningful ways. Dialogical self-theory (Hermans, 2002) suggests that developmental processes such as joint attention, conversational turn-taking, and internalised self-other interactions serve to establish a mind which is fundamentally dialogical (Bertau, 2004). Supporting these points, research indicates that individuals often experience thoughts and feelings as dialogical events which ‘speak’ to the self (e.g. Moritz, Klein, Berger, Laroi, & Meyer, 2019) and that emotional disorders are characterised by stereotyped interactions between I-positions (e.g. conflicted internal dialogues between submissive and dominant I-positions in depression) (Osatuke, Stiles, Barkham, Hardy, & Shapiro, 2011). Based upon these findings and observations, a number of archetypal ‘dialogical dysfunctions’ have been described (Pugh & Broome, in press) (see Table 1).

Process 2: Animation

To facilitate exchanges of information in the here and now, I-positions must be animated in order to ‘speak’ and ‘listen’ to one another, as well as to feel and ‘see’ the implicit communications in the ‘body’ of each I-position. Animating I-positions is achieved in two ways during chairwork: embodiment (inviting the client to change seats and ‘speak as’ an I-position) or personification

Table 1: Forms of dialogical dysfunction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dialogical dysfunction</th>
<th>Within-session marker</th>
<th>Exemplar client statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monolithic dialogues</td>
<td>Internal dialogues dominated by singular I-positions, e.g. persistent self-criticism.</td>
<td>“I’ve never been able to recognise my achievements. All I do is put myself down.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform dialogues</td>
<td>Movement between a very limited number of stereotyped I-positions.</td>
<td>“My relationships are extreme - either I push people away or I desperately cling to them.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barren dialogues</td>
<td>An absence of I-positions in the dialogical mind.</td>
<td>“When I think about my life, all I feel is emptiness.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicted dialogues</td>
<td>Persistent conflict between polarised I-positions.</td>
<td>“I know I need to cut down on drinking, but I don’t want to stop partying with my friends.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorganised or cacophonous dialogues</td>
<td>Internal dialogues which are confused, unclear, or perplexing.</td>
<td>“My emotions don’t make sense. I feel sad, then I’m angry, then I’m terrified.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissociated dialogues</td>
<td>Avoidance, denial, or disownment of I-positions.</td>
<td>“People say I ought to feel angry about what my wife did, but I don’t. What’s the point?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent stories</td>
<td>I-positions which are unvoiced or unexpressed.</td>
<td>“I’ve never spoken to anyone about being abused.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disrupted dialogues</td>
<td>Unresolved internal dialogues, e.g. grief, resentment, and unexpressed hurts.</td>
<td>“I wish I’d been able to make amends with my son before he died.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(asking the client to visualise an I-position as if it were held in the empty chair). Objectification offers an alternative dialogical method, in which inanimate objects such as figurines are imbued with the voices of I-positions (Chesner, 2019). Embodied dialogues are often favoured due to their immersive and evocative qualities. Indeed, research highlights the therapeutic value of embodiment during chairwork: changes in posture and other bodily experience support individuals in accessing, deepening, characterising, and differentiating I-positions, as well as providing insights into their nature and functions through body-based feedback (Bell et al., 2020; Whelton & Greenberg, 2005). In line with theories of embodied cognition, experimental studies have also highlighted the ways in which body states influence thought, feeling, and memory both positively and negatively (e.g. Nair, Sagar, Sollers, Consedine, & Broadbent, 2014).

**Process 3: Dialogue**

Dialogue represents the engine of chairwork. Chair dialogues take two principle forms: 'horizontal dialogues' which involve exchanges of information between I-positions, and 'vertical dialogues' in which meta-observing perspectives on the dialogical mind are established (e.g. surveying one's I-positions, represented by chairs, from a self-distanced perspective). This distinction marries neatly with other psychological concepts, such as 'self-as-content' (horizontal dialogue) versus 'self-as-context' (vertical dialogue) described in relational frame theory and acceptance and commitment therapy (Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson, 2012). Inviting the client to stand and adopt a 'compassionate witness' perspective at the conclusion of a dialogue, for example, typifies the meta-observational, vertical positionings utilised in chairwork (Drucker, 2013). How the process of dialogue unfolds during chairwork depends largely on therapists' use of process-based skills, which are in turn informed by the therapeutic frame in which chairwork is applied (see Pugh, 2019a; Pugh & Broome, in press). For example, psychodramatic dialogues make considerable use of doubling (e.g. the therapist voicing the implicit messages of I-positions). In contrast, schema-focused dialogues emphasise therapist intervention during chairwork (e.g. silencing the 'punitive mode' on behalf of the client). Moreover, research indicates that process-skills have a direct bearing on how clients respond to chairwork (Sutherland, Perakyla, & Elliott, 2014).

### Table 2: Forms of dialogical transformation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transformation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Recognition and integration of I-positions which are avoided, suppressed, or disowned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidation</td>
<td>Strengthening existing I-positions which support adaptive functioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultivation</td>
<td>Purposeful development of new and adaptive I-positions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internalisation</td>
<td>Conscious introjection of adaptive I-positions which are modelled by the therapist and others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconciliation</td>
<td>Establishing cooperative dialogues between conflicted I-positions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>The spontaneous emergence of new I-positions as a consequence of the aforementioned transformations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2014) and so are vital to the dialogical process.

While we have presented the principles and processes of chairwork as separate elements, they are, in practice, fluid, interactive, and mutually supportive. Embodiment, for example, enables both animation and exchanges of information between I-positions, while also ensuring they are differentiated and ‘known’ by their somatic markers. Each chairwork process ultimately augments the other: dialogue requires a degree of separation between I-positions, while animating I-positions through personification allows the client to relate to these aspects of the self using the same social-relational skills they would apply in the external world (Pugh, 2019a).

**TELE-CHAIRWORK: APPLYING THE PROCESS-BASED APPROACH DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC**

To illustrate the process-based approach to chairwork, we now describe how this framework has informed our delivery of ‘online’ chairwork during COVID-19. With few exceptions (Feldman & Liu, 2020; Hudgins, 2017; Simpson & Francesco, 2020), guidelines for facilitating tele-chairwork are lacking. Accordingly, we have found that returning to these ‘core principles’ of chairwork has helped navigate these changes in clinical practice (Pugh, & Bell, 2020). While challenging at times, we have found that internet-based chairwork also confers therapeutic opportunities. For example, rather than chairwork taking place on a single ‘stage’ (i.e. within the consulting room), tele-chairwork allows therapists to work in three dimensions: within the client’s ‘space’ (the most evocative stage for chairwork), the therapist’s ‘space’, and the digital platform itself (the least evocative stage). Our experience has been that while working on these stages require a degree of methodological adjustment, the core processes of chairwork remain applicable and relevant to each.

**Separation redux**

Separation of I-positions in tele-chairwork is achieved by introducing chairs into either the client’s space, the therapist’s space, or inviting the client to re-position their occupied seat (Simpson & Francesco, 2020). Similarly, moving around the fixed position of the client’s computer screen allows for the differentiation of I-positions: the client shifts their chair to one side of the screen to enact an I-position, before returning to the centre point of the ‘experiencing self’. For more elaborate multi-voiced dialogues, interactive digital mediums such as the ‘white-board’ function allow for any number of I-positions to be separated and concretised using different shapes or pictorial markers. Moreover, these representations can be moved, resized, or coloured to help represent salient characteristics including their relative dominance (‘big’ versus ‘small’ shapes), emotional tone (‘hot’ versus ‘cold’ colours), and inter-relations (placement ‘in front’ versus ‘behind’ other icons).

**Animation redux**

Much like face-to-face chairwork, animating I-positions through embodiment involves the client moving to a new location within the view of their webcam and speaking from the perspective of that self-part. Embodied animation of I-positions is also achieved using real-time self-imagery, namely the client’s digital video picture (also known as ‘picture-in-picture’; PIP). Inspired by evidence-based procedures using mirrors (Petrocchi, Ottaviani, & Couyoumdjian, 2017), we have found that inviting the client to dialogue with I-positions using their PIP is a particularly useful medium for cultivating self-compassion. In contrast, personifying I-positions during tele-chairwork involves the client imaging that self-parts are held in empty chairs located in either the therapist’s space or their own space. Placing parts of the self in the therapist’s space is particularly helpful when chairwork is used to dialogue with highly threatening I-positions (e.g. an abusive parent). Finally, objectification is achieved by asking the client to identify objects in their home environment which represent I-positions. If appropriate items are not available, the client is asked to simply visualise suitable objects. Dialogues between I-objects are then facilitated by either holding or placing a finger on the item while speaking from the perspective of that I-position.

**Dialogue redux**

Dialogues between I-positions remain much the same in face-to-face and tele-chairwork. However, the manner in which these dialogues are facilitated may require adjustment in online settings. Process skills refer to the moment-by-moment interventions which therapists use to ensure that chairwork is immersive, emotionally evocative, and meaningful (Pugh, 2019a). These skills have been comprehensively summarised elsewhere (Pugh & Broome, in press). Some of the ways in which these skills are adapted in tele-chairwork include the following:

- **Doubling**: Therapists are encouraged to make greater use of doubling to soften clients’ emotional detachment, which can be more pronounced during tele-chairwork (Feldman & Liu, 2020).
• **Gesture**: Rather than relying on the introduction of chairs to represent the client’s I-positions, therapists make greater use of gesture to differentiate parts of the self, e.g. using one hand to represent the client’s ‘critical self’ and the other to represent the ‘criticised self’.

• **Proxemics**: The therapist moves closer to their webcam when speaking with vulnerable parts of the client to help build connection, intimacy, and safety (van der Wijingart & Bogels, 2020).

• **Roling and deroling**: Rather than changing seats, the therapist moves out and back into the frame of their webcam to indicate that they are changing roles during role-play (Mark Hayward, personal communication).

• **Scene-setting**: In order to transport clients out of familiar home or office environments during chairwork, setting the scene in which imaginal encounters will take place is lengthier and more elaborate.

• **Self-doubling**: Rather than standing behind their chair (which risks loss of eye contact and connection with the therapist), the client is asked to move their chair backwards one or two inches to symbolise movement into deeper levels of emotional experiencing.

**A DIALOGICAL APPROACH TO PSYCHOTHERAPY?**

Motivated by the COVID-19 pandemic and the changes in how talking therapies are delivered, this article has outlined some of the ways chairwork in which chairwork is applied in tele-therapy. The premise of this paper is that chairwork is grounded in several theoretically-informed and empirically-supported principles (self-multiplicity, information exchange, and transformation; ‘SIT’) and therapeutic processes (separation, animation, and dialogue; ‘SAD’) which can guide practice in both ‘traditional’ situations (face-to-face therapy) and novel contexts (online therapy). We believe that a process-based conceptualisation of chairwork offers clinicians a number of other theoretical and practical advantages, including:

• Clarifying the common ingredients of chairwork
• Enabling integration of chair-based procedures across therapeutic orientations
• Generating testable models of how chairwork achieves therapeutic effects
• Increasing flexibility in how chairwork is delivered

Using the example of COVID-19, the article has provided illustrations of how a process-based approach informs the delivery of tele-chairwork. We are aware that there are a great many therapists who are highly experienced providers of online therapy, for whom these suggestions may appear obvious. Nonetheless, it is hoped that the ideas presented here will support and encourage the provision of chairwork at a time when experiential methods might be deprioritised, as well as stimulating further innovations in practice.

To conclude, the process-based approach to chairwork emphasises the change mechanisms underlying the attainment of treatment goals (e.g. here-and-now dialogue between I-positions) rather than the instruments used to reach those goals (e.g. particular forms of chairwork). Given that facilitating dialogical interactions between I-positions is not restricted to the use of furniture, readers may well agree ‘chairwork’ and its derivatives are better described as ‘dialogical work’. This leads to the conclusion that a broader and superordinate ‘dialogical approach’ to psychotherapy, which bridges dialogical processes and practices (including chairwork), could hold promise in terms of the continued evolution of these methods and psychotherapy more generally. Research is now needed to test the assumptions of the process-based model, establish the efficacy of tele-chairwork, and identify ways in which these methods might help mitigate the impact of COVID-19 on individuals and within communities.

\(^1\) It should be note that horizontal dialogues between I-positions occur both verbally and non-verbally (with information exchanged via gesture, body posture and voice tone). In addition, horizontal dialogues may involve external dialogues wherein the therapist enacts or ‘role-plays’ representations from the client’s world.
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